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THE PEOPLE 
AGAINST 
THE WAR - MAKERS 
BY 
EARL BROWDER 
Tkh pnmfihlet is the text of the report delivmed by Earl 
Browdm, Gencml Secrewy, to the National C o m m i t l ~  of the 
Communist Party of the United States, in NPW York on 
February 17, rNo. I 
C o m ~ s ,  the Iliain purpse of this meeting of the Ka- tioaal Committee is to set in motion the preparations for 
the r%o clcciion campaign. I therefore want to start out by 
submitting to you a resolution which has k e n  prepared on 
this question, a very brief resolution: 
Paint I : This being the year for die holding of the next 
regular national coavention, in accordane with the provisions 
of the Party constitution, as well as the year of tile le ident ia l  
elections, the National Committee decides that this year's 
convention &all be a presidentid nominating mnveniion- 
for the purpose of nominating candidates for President and 
Vice-Presideut and the adoption of an election platform. 
Point 2:  The place and time of the convention to be fixtrl 
by us. 
Point 3: The National Committee elects a National Cam- 
paign Committee which shall have full power on all matters 
prtainiag to the organization of the nominating wevcntian, 
prepration of filing of candidates and electon in the virioua 
states, raising and spending funds, eta This Commit tee shall 
Ix responsible only to the convention to which i t  shall rnakc 
a full report of its activities. 
Now, as a -is and background for this suttir~g ia moti011 
of the national election campaign, it is necegaary for us to re- 
view the developments since the last meeting of our Commit- 
lee, in order to confirm, amend or correct the line which has 
t w n  followed sinrr that meeting, the adjustments whidl have 
been made to !he changing world and national situation. 1 
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think you will all understand that the pressure of work, the 
presarure of events, have made it impossible for us m have the 
usual complete and detailed preparations for our meeting 
here. W e  do not come to you with the usual M y  wmked+u~ 
program or thesis, nor have we a detailed, prepared report 
on the developments since last September, when last our 
Nationd Committee met. You have to consider all of our 
problems in the light of the dedarations we have made from 
time to time since the last meeting. You have mpdally to 
give your consideration to the resolution of the Pol i t id  
Committee on October 1g.l which first fixed in the main out- 
tines our estimate of the new situation mated by the war and 
 he realignments of dm fom within the country consequent 
upon the new situation, 
This mo1ution of October 13 is the basic <iocurnent already 
overwhelmingly approved by our Party-I think it can be said, 
unanimously approved-the foundation for our work at 
pmcnt, which you are asked here to make the &dal d m -  
rnent of the National Committee itself. 
Weds of ihe Sovie+-German Non-Aggression Pad 
Now, 1 want to give a sketchy and brief rwiew of the events 
since last September, the development of our policy in rela- 
tion to thesc events. I am not assuming the task at present 
of giving any h a l  or detailed analpis. The puqme of my 
remarks is lnmely to r e h h  our minds on these thiags which 
we dl h o w ,  and to bring them together in a more or less 
systematic manner as a foundation for such discussion as may 
he necessary in estimating the situation and our next tasks. 
men we mer last, on September 1 in Chicago, it was the 
moment of that historic collapse oE the policy of world im- 
perialism led by Chamberlain and Daladier, the policy which 
for years bad been driving towards finding an outlet for the 
ineasing contradictions in the imperialist ramp b u g h  a 
great p i a t  elfort of world imperialism against the Soviet 
Union, with the fascist axis bloc as its spearhead. The collapse. 
of that policy, which had consistently led the world for year5 
deeper and deeper into war and &sis, was s i p d i d  by the 
signing of the SovietGeman Non-Aggression Pact on August 
43, after the British and French governmew had made it 
dear beyond all doubt that their negotiations for a mutual. 
assistance pact with the Soviet Union had been merely a sub- 
terfuge, a pretense, and a smokescreen behind which they had 
been exerting all efforts toward creating a general war align- 
ment against the Soviet Union. 
I t  was against the Soviet-German Non-Agpdon Pact that 
British-French imperhIii declared war in the beginning of 
September. It was to break that pact and force thc Nazis to 
carry out the original program, war against the Soviet Union, 
hat  the hastilties were initiated. Tbis character of the xcond 
imperialist war was fully ma& dear by the prosecution of the 
war itself, by the continuation of the whole policy to the point 
of mmplete abandonmmt of Chamberlain's tool, the fa&t 
Polish government, which had been given pper guarantees of 
support £mm its guarantors, bemuse they still hoped that the 
Nazi invasion d Poland would resuIt in their original aim 
of a clash and weatud war with the Soviet Union. 
The chamcter of the war on the Wegtern Front to date, so 
generally ref& to b a u e  of its exceptional Eeatures aa 
the "phony war," is merely a testimony to the character of 
the war aims of British-French imperialism supported by the 
American ~ ~ i s i e .  It is a reaf war, not a phony war. But 
its peculiar nature which has given it that & h a m e  of the 
"phony war" is determined by its aim, which is to force Ger- 
many to transform tbe oonflic~ into a war against the Soviet 
Union. 
The Changed Worid Sihstion 
The character of the world situation has been rapidly 
changing since the outbreak of the war. Just let me mention 
a few of tbe key points which have established the line oE the 
changing relation of forces as a result of the Soviet peaa 
policy and of the family quarrel within the Cppitplist world 
Outstmding is the new pit ion of the Soviet Union in mld 
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affairs. 'I'he Soviet Union has emergect not ~~terely as 011:. of 
the great powm, but as a decisive influence in world polititr. 
It has consalidated its p i t ian ,  consolidated its defcn~c5 
against possible attacks, enormousIy extended its influcnre 
among its neighbors and among the exploited peoples through- 
out the wodd. T h e  liberation of Western Ukraine and 
Western White Russia, accomplished within a few weeks 
after thc outbreak of the war, is one a€ the great events 
of modern history. I t  answered so n1any questions which 
had been bthering mme people and gave so clearly nntt 
indelibly the character of the Soviet policy that masses hereto- 
fore under the influence of antiSoviet ideology had their 
eyes opned overnight by the liberating role of the Soviet 
Union in world flairs. That act af liberation i s  highly signi- 
ficant for the Uni td  States, where we have so many nation- 
ality groups cherishing sentimental, ideological, and cult tiral 
tie3 with their lands of origin, as well as being oE the fabric 
of Amerian society. H m  we have seen since the liberation of 
Western Ukraine and Westem White Russia the solution 
within our country of problems of relationships between 
Ukrainian, White Russian, Lithuanian and Polish nationality 
groups, which, po*bned by the old bourgeois nationalism, 
had lived in strained relationships. After the collapse of 
fascist Poland and the liberation of Western Ukmine and 
White Russia, we have seen these people coming together as 
never before since they have settled in the United States, 
in bonds of friendship, sympathy and collaboration. Thc en- 
suing mutuaI aid pacts between the h i e l  Union and Lithu- 
ania, Latvia and Esthonia further mctendecl and developerl 
the spcific phase of the policy of the land nf workers' rule 
in the world given over to war by capitalism. By those pacts 
the machinations of the war-makers were exdt~ded from 
another great section of the world. 
In relation to thew mtatual aid parts 11ic.r~ was witnessed 
an act a n p d e n t e d  in all history. 'l'hc Soviet Union of 
i t s  rrwn volition handed hack to l~ttle Lithuania its former 
capital of Vilna, which had ~ I I  forcibly seized hy Whitc 
Guard Poland twcnty wars ago, in violation d decisions of 
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the League of Nations and all of the moxal authorities of the 
bourgeois world. 
A furlher significant registration af dw new lwition of the 
Sovkt U n i o ~ ~  was the armistice with the Japanese form on 
thc Mongolian boderrs and the s u k q  uen t inauguration of 
conversations for the peaceful delimitation of frontiers. 
This was a development of major importance, not only for 
the countries immediately involved, but for world relations. 
It represented a further limiting of the field of expansion of 
the World War, a further registration of the military prowess 
of the Soviet Union for defense against all possible enemies 
or combination d enemies, as well as of the improved stra- 
tegical position of the Soviet Union in world affairs. We have 
seer1 how world imperialism, aided by Chamberlain and the 
British ruling dass, Iinally forced their agents in mnml d 
Finland to make a desperate effort to break up this consolida- 
tion of the Soviet peace policy in its immetliatc envimnment. 
The negotiations were proceeding with pmrnise of settling the 
relationship ktwec~i  the Soviet Union and Pintad in the 
same peaceful way, in a way satisfactory to the interests 01 
the peoples, as with Lithuania, Latvia and Ethonia. But those 
negotiations were suddedy balked by a sharp change in p i -  
icy initiated h m  London. The tentative agreements arrived 
at were overruled. Instead, the Finnish Government, London's 
puppet, was pushed into an open provmtion and threat ol 
military action against Leningrad, only twenty mil- away 
from the Mannerhelm line, only a few minutes away from the 
vast bombing fields that had been set up in White Guant 
Finland-a provacation based on long preparations to trans- 
Form Finland into a steel dagger at the throat of the Soviet 
Union. 
It has been revealed in the last weeks that in the period 
from May to August, while the British-French negotiators 
were in Mosc-ow, ostensibly trying to reach an agreement with 
the Soviet Union against Gemany, Britain and France harl 
sent forty million dolIars9 worth of armaments into Finland- 
armaments that had no possible meaning except as prepam- 
tiom for war agaimt the Soviet Union. 
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Well, we don't 11eed lo go t d a y  into all the details of this 
gigantic wnspimcy, this grandiose effort of the world bour- 
geoisie to turn its forces to the crushing of the Soviet Union. 
Suftice it to say thac all of these enormous efforts and these 
grandiose diabolical schemes came to wreck. They a m e  to 
w d  on .the Bolshevik vigilance of the Soviet workers, d 
lheir Party, and, above all, of their great leader, our Lenin of 
mday, Comrade Stalih. 
ks Comrade Foster mentioned in dpening this meeting, the 
n~ititarp news from Finland this morning indicates thac the 
proms of the liberation of the Finnish people from their 
forcibly imposed role of puppets far worId imperialism is  
well under way. We can expect that it will not be long now 
when a h Finland will work out her own destiny in close 
friendship and adtaboration with the Sovie~ Union. 
Aggressive Rob of American Imperialism 
Now within the past six months, we have not only had 
these great evwts abroad, but we have witnessed big changes 
within the United States, immediately reflected in the new 
role of tbis country in world affairs. HOW can we chamcterize 
t h e  changes most accumtely and briefly? 
We am note as an outstandine feature that rhe American 
bourgeoisie as a whole, ff. S. irnbrialism, has in tIlc face ol 
the outbreak of the open struggle for the redivision of the 
wadd mmed its aggressive and dynamic role in world af- 
fairs. For ~ o m e  years since the outbreak of the great &is 
in ~gsg, the American bourgeoisie had been sharply divided, 
as a result of which the aggmsive face of American imprial- 
ism bad been put into the background. The American h u r -  
geoisie had not seen dearly its path. It had been Eeelit~g i t 5  
way, it had ken  conciliating the rebelling masses of the people 
at home with some social reforms, it had been mnuIiating 
the colonial and semi-colonial peoples abroad &rough th6 
so-called "w neighbor" policy, and it had been feeling its 
way in relation to its imperialist xivah with great caution. 
But al l  of its doubts, its divided mind, itsl paralysis were 
quickly remlved in the €ace of the outbreak of the war, with 
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the opening of the actual pmcesi of armed redistribution of 
the world, and especially with the prospects that dearly arose 
Imm the bankruptcy of the Chamberlain policy, the rising 
tbreat of revolution in Europe and of the overthrow of the 
European bourgeoisie. It was the specter of proletarian revo- 
lution in Europe which. almve all, resolved the divisions and 
doubts of the American bourgeoisie, restored class unity to it- 
that class unity which they call "national unity"- and which 
transformed almost overnight the RooseveIt Administration 
from a New Deal, progressive administration, Ieaning upon 
the people in opposition to the most reactionary section of 
monopoly mpital, into the leader and organizer of a11 the 
mactionary Eorces in the country, tbe instrument of that dm 
unity against the people, the character of which is reveaIed 
with atanling clarity today, less than six months after the o~lt- 
break of the war. 
The Demagogy of "National Uni+ym' 
At our National Committee meeting in Chicago in Septenl- 
k, we took note very sharply of the vaim that were raised 
from the camp of reaction demanding national unity in terms 
of establishing a new council around the President which 
would determine the course of the country. W e  showed the 
falsity of that kind of national unity. We warned that it would 
he a unity of the bourgeoisie against the people. We did not 
see far enough, however. W e  saw dearly as far as we saw; 
but we did not see at that moment that Roosmelt would 
reject those reactionary proposals for something much worse, 
that ia, that Roasevclt would himself assume leadership of the 
camp of reaction. Although we aIways knew that to be a 
possibility, we did not forecast it, and for weeks we were 
reluctant to accept the accumulating evidena that this was 
the course Rmsevelt was taking. No one can accuse us that 
we hastened to withdraw our support from the New Deal 
and from Roosevelt. If we are to be wpmached, it  is because 
we made this break belatedly and reluctantly, and only after 
the publicly registered and irrevocable facts had made dear 
beyond all possibility of doubt that the Roosevelt Adminis- 
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tration had taken the road of reaction and war, that the pro- 
gressive social legislation and policies of the New Deal had 
been reversed and scrapped, and that the bourgeoisie and all its 
hangers-on were united in the drive againqt the civil rights 
of the Ameriran people, against their advances, against their 
peace, to dtag Amerim into this war. 
The Amcrian bourgeoisie is acting in its new ~ t r ~ i t y  wound 
Roosevelt-now the &ling of all Ampa of the bourgeoisie 
which only a few short months agn hated him with a fierce 
inlensity. Now they are dripping with honey and rose-water 
towards him. The task they are taking up through Roosevelt 
and his Administration is two-fold. I would ohm as first in 
their consideration for determining their co-, the fear of 
revolution in Europe and the determination to save the Eu- 
ropean h n p i s i e  i t  a11 ma; and, second, to accomplish that 
in such a way as to advance the hegemony of American im- 
perialism over its rivals and bring incidental profits to Ameri- 
can a~italists in the D-. 
T'hai is the meanink oE the new course of the Administra- 
tion in Washington. That is the meaning of the abandonment 
of neutrality. That is the meaning of the gearing of Ameri- 
can economy at once and immediately as the war reserve of 
the AIlies. That is the meaning t d  tllc new budget, the 
hunger-and-war budget. That is the meaning of Roosevelt's 
coum in relation tn Finland, the direct intewention to help 
Britain stop Finland from coming to an agreement with the 
Sovict Union, and the present course of direct mnomic, ant1 
even a degree of military, aid to Finland of the Mannerheims. 
I l a t  is the meaning of the new negotiations with Japan, 
where very openly an attempt is being made to reach an 
agreement on the division of the spoils of the ~onquered 
China. That is the meaning of the new tone in the Latin 
American relations, in which Sumner Welles becomes the 
symbol of a military protectorate over the Americas, a new 
tone in dealing with economic relationships. That is the mean- 
ing of the unprecedented establishment of diplomatic rela- 
tions with the Vatican, without authorization and over the 
head of Congma. That is the meaning of the new Colonel 
House mission to Europe, undertaken by the same Sumner 
Welks, famous since his exploit in Cuba of upsetting an 
elected government, and installing a military dictatorship 
in behalf of American capitd. That is the meaning of the 
whole hamstringing of Amerima dem0cpaq1 the offensive 
against the labor movement, the offensive against demoaat ic 
rights, the offensive agaiust the Living standards of the Ameri- 
cart people. The uzle face, the true role of the Arnerimn bour- 
geoisie has m e  out sharply and vividly, and we have claw 
relationships in all their nakedness--class struggle cutting 
through all the pretenses and mphisuics of the bourgeoisie, 
die relations emerging, the real struggles developing, which 
will detenninc the fate of our country and of the world. 
Looking Towards the I940 Elections 
Perhaps this will suffice, for .the moment at least, as a review 
of the main slevelopments of the past six months. We must 
r u m  our attention, on the basis of this estimate, to the future 
to say what will come out of this, what problems it pmentr 
to us, what forms the struggle will take, what palicies we 
must project, t'specially looking towards the 1940 elections- 
policies that will best advance and protect the interests ol 
the mass of the pmpk first of all of the working class, of 
the masses of the toiling fanners and 01 the impoverisher1 
city middle dass, the great majority that we call the people. 
Clearly, these interests of the masses, these interests of thc 
people and of all the separate sections of the people-workers, 
brmers, youth, Negroes and othen-ihcsc interests cannot lw 
defended through any of the old political channels Erom which 
some benefits havc k n  derived up until tbe outbreak of the 
war. ?'he mass of ~rn>plt already recognilr. this. This is not 
something that is the n~onopoly of cur fwsightd eyes. 
The most nearsighted can already see that the protection 
of their inmediate interests is not a d v a n d  through the 
Republican Party, or any faaiori of it; through the Demo- 
cratic Party, or any faction of it. O n  every question directly 
of intt~esc to tile nrrlavs of people, there is unity berween all of 
thew leaders. groups, faetians and parlips. 'That is what they 
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mean by "national urliiy." They mean their getting together 
against the people, unitedly to advance the basic interests of 
their W, the bourgeoisie, and k t  of a11 of the monopolist 
bouqeoiaie. 
Seeing Through Roosevek 
That this is clearly seen, and has been registered far beyond 
the limita of our iduenoe, is &own by the  peed with which 
the mass movement of the people suddenly dropped the issue 
of the dird-terrn for Romedt. One year ago, the idea of the 
third-term for Roosevek aroused great support from the pee 
ple, from their m w  organizations, while arousing apoplectic 
fury antong the bourgeoisie. A11 of that suddenly changed. 
The masses have dropped that hue like a hot potato. More 
and more h e y  have specifially dcclared themselves against 
it in no u n d n  terms. But among &we who threw apoplec- 
tic fits six months ago at the idea, there is a sudden new 
EriendIinas and receptiveness toward it. The thid-term idea 
has graduated into high aociety. It is now a repeaable citizen 
on Park Avenue. It doesn't walk around the haunts of the 
la& movement any more. It is not seen at meetings of the 
unemployed. 
O q p k d  hbor has distinctly e x p d  itself as com- 
pletely disillusioned with Roosevelt and hh Administration. 
The oxganizad unemployed have expressed themselvts with 
equal decisiveness. And Iast weekend, we saw most dramatic- 
alIy staged in Washington the confrontation of b e l t .  
his Administration and his policies, by the organized youth 
movement of Ameriea. 
It would k diaicult to overestimate the signifiancc of this 
great gathering of ihe youth in Washington. The newspapers. 
their columnists and special writers have become OM 
with the Citizenship Institute of the youth in Washington, 
and they have been writin about it ever s h e .  Their mat- 
tiam are moar in-ting. &esmday, in the Herald Mbunr, 
Dorothy Thompson produd another one of her master- 
pieces, a letter to the Yonth Congress. To those of you who 
haven't read it, 1 recommend it; it is mmt interesting, most 
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interesting in the way in which the chief ideolagists of m i o n  
in Ameria came to the defense of that same W d e n t  whom 
a year ago they denounced as a near-(;ommunk and label 
everybody that niticizes him as a Communist or undw Com- 
munist influence, a "Communist stooge." A year ago, anybody 
that supported the President was dabbed a Communist or a 
"Communist stooge." 
Another example is Walter Lippmam's column this morn- 
ing. Walter Lippmann finds that the you& insulted our 
President. The idea-they insulted our President! And this 
comes in a cuIumn which lor five years has made a speddty 
of insuIting the President of the United States. The most 
expert insdters of the President of the United States suddenly 
become excited -use the Youth Coqms ternaim mId and 
=fuses to applaud the President when he tells tbem there 
is no hope for joh and you must not e x p a  ihern: there is 
no hope for peace and you mwt not fight for it. 
In this meeting between the Mident  and the Youth Con- 
gress, we see the conbntation of the American bourgeoisie 
and the Arnerimn people. And if weryone who to 
accept this new murse of hunger and war fm the people is 
to be turned over to the Communist Party, then, my friends. 
you must get prepared for an unexampled recruiting am- 
pa*, because you are going to have the majority of thc 
people in this muntry. 
Of coume, we would make a great mistake, a ~I-UU mistake 
indeed, if we should assume that this is true, that the great, 
broad and deep turn of the American people against Roosmelt 
means a conscious turn to Communism and the Communist 
Party. That is not m e ,  and don't let the reactionary propa- 
ganda foal us for one moment. These vast rn- will-turn 
to Communism and the Communist Party only to the degree 
that we can read them and educate them and oqani~e them 
in the struggle, not spontaneously or automaticalfy: but the 
g m t  spontaneous movement against the hungerad-war pro. 
gram of the American bourgeoisie is a uemendous opportunity 
for us h organize the pcople far their, immediate in,temts and, 
through serving the peopIe in the imrndiate-nrdggle, bring 
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them much more rapidly ta tbe Communist Party and to our 
socidbt program. 
It is this which determines out tasks for 1940. The Ameri- 
can people could hardly miss the dramatic contrast between 
that Roosmelt who, up to a year ago, expressed their immedi- 
ate h i r e s  more or less, and the Rooswelt who today places 
himself as the leader and opnizer of a l l  the fmms that block 
the immediate demands of the people. 
Rooseveh-Yederday and Today 
I was internled these last days in collecting a few quota- 
tions from the new Rmevdt and the old R m v e l t  and in 
placing them in that same confrontation that we saw at the 
Youth Con- last week-end. You should remember his 
speech to the Youth Congress. The President said to the young 
people. "Don't, Don't, Don't." He told the111 a lot of things 
they were not to do. He told them not a thing a b u t  what to 
do. Only a year ago, in his Jackson Day speech, one of tbe 
high points of the President's discourse was this statement: 
"The young generation of Americans by a very large majority 
intend to keep 011 going places." 
It was a splendid expression and a true one. The realiza- 
tion of chat fact rose up to smash the President in the €ace 
at the Youth Congress Iast week-end. 
. In 1936, the President said in his famous Madison Square 
Garden speech in New York: "Business and financial m e  
nopoly, orgat~ixed money, are unanimous in their hatred far 
me-and I welcome their hauled." 
In 1940. fbe President says in his Jackson Day speech: 
"Most American presidents had to drop their hair shim 
or el= lose their political shirts. And when you have 
learned not to worry at all about all these things, there is 
mall a lot sf fun in this job. . . . After] a terrific battle of 
wo J s, a forensi~ philippic, a fi I teen-round heavyweight 
cham ionship bout, the two contestants five minutes later 
will 8, found sitling in the doalc room with their a m  
about each ather, laughing and joking." 
Let us go back to 1939, to the old Rmvel t .  S p h g  on 
the period of Jackson and American politica when the Demm 
cratic Party lost the election campaign dter genetgtionrs of 
control and didn't come back until long after the Civil War, 
R m v e l t ,  in January, 1939, said these words: 
" J h n ' s  
failed to deliver what 
~ iew Wh$ president 
tonian ar~stocrats made his first tender of the Serretaryship 
of the Treasury to old Nicholas Biddle himself whom 
-4ndrew Jackson had so roundly trounced and driven 
Erom the temple. From Andrew Jackson to Nicholas Bid- 
diefour short years." 
But at the Jackson Day dinner INO, onc year later, the 
new Roarevelt says: 
"Alexander Hamilton i s  a hero to me beruse he did 
the job that had to be done-to bring rtability out of the 
chaos of currency and banking diffrcultia. Tho- Jef- 
ferson is a hero to me despite the fact that the theories 
of the French revalutionrsts at tima owrexdted his 
practid judgment." 
Yes, quite dearly, we have two entirely distinct R d t s .  
Of course, perhaps it was aIways the same R d t ;  but a 
year ago it was still the Roosevelt representing a &on of 
the boqeoisie leaning upon the working class. T h y  it is 
the R m v e l t  aanding at the head of a united bourgeoisie 
fighting against the working class. That is the dihrence: that 
i s  a 1  the difference in the world, and it is that changed dass 
r e I a t i d p  that we must keep our eyes on and understand 
and make the masses of the American workers understand. 
Back +o TweedMum and Tweedtedee 
W e  are back again in America to the old two-party system 
of tweedledurn and tweedledee, or, to presewe that clever 
and witty impmement upon the fornulation given to us by 
1s 
the old ' W v e l t ,  "tweedledum and tweedleduwner," at-, 
though which one is "twdledummef' is today very hard to 
decide. That is, we have again, as far as the major party 
structure in the country is concerned, that same two-party 
system which Engels bcr ibed  as far back as 1891 : 
". . . Nowhere do 'poIiticians' form a more separate, 
erful section of the nation than in North Ameria. Em, each of the t o  great parties which drunnvly 
r u d  each other in power is itself in turn controlted by 
people who make a businm d poIitics, who speculate on 
seats in the Iwat ive  assemblies of the union aa well as 
of the separate stat=, or who make a living by a q i n g  on 
agitation for their part and on its victo are ~ a r d e d  
wth positions. l t  is we l known that the l m  erieans have 
k m  striving for thirty years to shake off this yoke, which 
has become intolerable, and that in spite of dl they mn 
do they continue to sink ever &per in this swam 
oomption. It is precisely in Amerim chat we see best fE 
there takes place this procas of the state power d n g  
itself independent in relation to suciety, whase rn in- 
strument ~t was originally intended to k. Here there 
exists no dynasty, no nobility, no standing army, beyond 
tht few men keeping watch on the Indians, no bureau- 
aacy with permanent ts or the right to pensions. And 
nevertheless we find R" ere two great gangs of gIitti;l 
speculators, who alternately take possession of t 
power and exploit it by the most corrupt means and far 
the mmt corrupt en-d the nation is wer la  against 
these two p t  (;art& of politidans, w IY o are cxrtenrsibty 
its servants, but in reaIity exploit and plunder it." 
The three4trni issue tias been transformed because of this 
imsformati'qn. That which was the form of the demand for 
the continuation of:social progress, for peace, has been w s -  
formed' by the logic of chat~ging class relationships into its' 
opposite. That is why h a t  third-term demand hao shifted its 
habitat. It is no longer among the maws; it is in the counting 
house%. Significantly, among those inhabitants of fhe 
1; h r l  Man, Selected IYprks, ~i!u;nr ,[I, pp.* 450:gbg, Iakma~iona1 
P i ~ b l i h ,  New York. , 
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undeworld, the Trotskyites, Lovestoneites, and Normnn 
Thomasitesr, we see the same startling transformation taking 
place. Rememh how a yeax ago they be- indignant 
when we said the masses were iustiiied in their demand £or a 
third term. But in the last f& months many of .them have 
softened up and become open converts to the third- de- 
mand. They have accepted it for the same reworn as the 
economic royalists. For the very reason that the magses have 
dropped it, they take it up. 
Not Third T e r d t  Third Pady 
The issue among the masses today is no longtr third 
term, it is third party. Here we have the issue in which we 
cannot say that the way is clear or that the masses are dear 
about the question. The masses know that they have no op 
portunity of advancing their interms through either of the 
major parties, but they don't yet see the way out to achieve 
the poIitical expression that will unite hem and register their 
unitd dunands, how to break h u g h  the barrier of two 
major parties owned and controlld by Watl Street. It has 
been done before in Amerian history and, in fan, as we have 
pointed out many times, there has never been a major new 
rlimion taken in the national development of Am& exL 
cept when the masses uystalfized themselves in the &-party 
formation and broke through the OM-party formation. 
The solution of the great &is of slavery in the United 
Stat- was found only by breaking through che old party 
bystem and founding a new party. Lincoln id the Republican 
Party to power four years after the founding of that party 
in opposition to the two great mass parties of the day. W e  
have the same problem of the mechanics of founding a demo- 
cratic exp-ion of the people today that Lincoln faced in the 
the late 1850's and in the election of 1860. 
W e  mnllot find any shortcut in this deeper & d roday- 
a world crisis in every sen= ap well as a natibnal his-thar 
Linculn and his co-fighters were unable to find at that time. 
This i s  a fight for the unity of the p p l e .  It is a struggle to 
find organizaticmal charinds which iitk bring the majority d 
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the people into an exprdon of their deep-felt common needs 
and daixm It L a struggle for f d h g  the concrete practical 
expmsion of demoaacy, understanding d e m v  in its his- 
toric aense of the rule of the people. 
Marxist-Leninirt Concept of Democracy 
Perhaps it would be useful far m to give a few words to 
the question of democrq at this point, since new angles of 
chis problem are coming up. The present development, rather, 
is bringing forward concretely some p k s  of the problem of 
democmq which have been in the background for gome time. 
And I should like to offer a few quotations from our Com- 
munist classia on the question of democracy, of which I think 
we would do we11 td remind ourselves. ;The first is from 
a letter of Frederick Engels to Eduard Bernstein, dated Lon- 
don, March 04, 1884. In it Engels summarizes the the6retid 
position oE Marxism on the question of democracy. Com- 
menting on an article by Bernstein in the Sozialdemokraa of 
that year in which the concept of democracy had been dealt 
with in a loose and vulgar sense, Engeh said: 
"This concept ch es with the demos Ipeople] at every 
given time and there ? ore does not help us a blt. What 
should have been said, in m opinion, IS this: In order to 
seize *l i t id  power the pro r etariat also needs demoaxtic 
f m ;  but like all polit~cal form they are onIy means 
for them. But if democmcy today is wanted as an end, 
one must base himself on peasants and petty bourgeois, 
that i s  on dasses which are in the process of decIine and 
are reactionary in relation to the proletariat the moment 
they try to preserve themselves artificially. Furthermore, 
it should not be forgotten that the consistent form of 
lmurgeais rule is precisely the democratic republic, but 
which, because of the development dread achieved by I: the proletariat, has become tao dangerous- ut, as France 
and America show, is still p i b I e  as the mode of bur-  
geois rule. Thus, the 'principle' of liberalism as 'some- 
thing historically developed' is actuall~ only an incon- 
sistency: the liberal coavtitutional monarchy is an ad- 
equate form o€ burgeois ruk first at the beginning when 
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the bourgeoisie is not et alt ther through with the 
absolute monarchy, an dY ge~,nd off at the end when the 
j,roktariat already make the dem-tic republic too 
dangerous. And yet the demmatic republic continues to 
remain the final form o l  bourgeois rule: that form in 
tr.hich it is destroyed." + 
Let me add two brief quotations from Lenin on this ques-' 
tion, from his polemia with Karl Kauoky. Lenin said: 
"ProIetarian democracy is a million times more demo- 
cratic than an bourgeois demmacy. The Soviet govern- 
menr h a milTim timer more democratic ,than the m a t  
demomatic bourgeais republic." 
And again: 
"The Soviet Republic is a proletarian democracy, a 
democracy for the poor, and not a demmcy for the rich, 
as is really the case in evey bourgeois democracy, even 
the best." 
Wide dissemination of the rich classic selectitr~ls from the 
writings of Marx, Engelu, Lettin itad Stalin on I Iw question 
of demmacy and its rdation to the class struggle will help 
us in the coming period to guide more effectively the demo- 
cratic m m  movement in Amerim to unfold its fullest pos- 
sibilities without ever falling into a vulgarp petty-burgeois 
rlemoeratism. 
Ths Letters of Fre&rick Etbplr  lo Bguard B m t d n  and Olbers, 
did by Eduard h r c i n ,  krlin, 1 ~ 5 .  pp. 14I-tQ#. 
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Now, for a few observations on the work of our Party and 
its tasks, along more concrete lines. First of all, abut the con- 
Eerted attack against the Communist Party that has bee11 
hunched by the combined £ o m  of reaction with a special 
viciousness in tbe past months. You all rememkr how this 
#ta& was carried on last September under the bmner: "The 
Communist Party is dead." They were just going out la 
bury our wrpse for us. Curiously enough, at the very time 
that they have proclaimed the Communist Party to be dead, 
or dying, or at least chopped in pieces, the same reactionaries 
and their agents have been giving the mmc fulsome testi- 
monials to the vitality of the Cammunist Party. They have 
been d d b i n g  a most remarkable ghost which by remote 
control has been manipulating great masses of people in the 
United States: the whole Amerian Youth Congress-just 
stooges for this dead Communist Partyt 
We must, of course, avoid either of these extremes of esti- 
mating the position of our Party and its influence and its 
vicalicy. It would, for example, be the mmt serious mistake 
for us tlr d e  Lhe reactionaries' estimate that the Youth Con- 
g m  is a Communist, or a "Communistic" or a "Communist- 
inspired" movement. It is nothing of the kind. And for us LO 
be influenced by the reactionaries' uies so that we feel-well 
it's gud to believe, maybe it's me-that would be as dan- 
gerous in its way as to fall under the influence of the slogan 
that the Communist Pany is dead. 
W M  tha 14th Congressional Dishid Election Signified 
-We want an accurate and objective estimte of our owh, 
Party and i t s  position in Amerian wiety, the trends d its 
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development. In order to get such an objective =timate, at 
least the elements of an objective estimate, perhap as g o d  
a beginning as my could be. made with an d p i s  of the 
special election in the 14th Congtessiod District of New 
Yorlt Now, what did &is eredon show? It showed, first of 
all, that while there did exist a potential majority of the pee  
ple agaiast both old parties, the situation had not matured 
to crystaliizc that majority behind the Communist Party at 
the moment. And no matter how many votes may have been 
bought or stolen from us, no matter how many voters were 
intimidated against voting for us, that fact stands out as un- 
challengeable. 
But when we p r d  to a closer analysis of what happened, 
we find the following, in comparing 1940 with the last general 
election in 1938: Whereas that year when we were in a bloc: 
with the American L a h r  Party and the Mew Deal and when 
our vote was decisive in defeating Dewey and electing Gov- 
ernor XRhman, and we were going with the stream, we re- 
ceived I 1.6 per cent oE the vote cast in the 14th Congm&ional 
District-on February 6, rgqo, after five month of the most 
m u o u s  united attacks upon us by evexy other politid 
amp, when the Amerian hbor  Party leadership together 
with the Demmaric Party were waging a war of extermina- 
tion against us, what happened as a result of this change of 
form? 
First, the Amerimn Labor Party disappeared horn the scene 
entirely. (What would they have said about the Communist 
Party if we had disappeared the way the American Labor 
Party did? Then they could have said with some show of con- 
sistency that the Communist Party is dead) The Demoaatic 
Party dropped 45 per cent of its total vote, or almwt oo per 
cent of its proportion of the total vote--fm 69 per cent to 
57 per cent, while the Communist Party advanced E m  I t.6 
per cent to 13.6 per cent. In other words we were the only 
political organization which advanced its proportion of 
votes in this district. The Republicans at& still-in p a  
portion. 
This testing of €0- took p h  under the maximum con- 
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centration of fire oE a l l  orl~er catups qai~rar US. Thar was the 
only issue in the campaign-to rlcEcat tIlc Cammunisrs. ant1 
they rea3ly had the jitters about whether they could do it or 
not. When we bear in mind that none [he Iess we nat only 
maintained our strength, but advanced, I think we can say 
realistidly that our Party has held its ranks solid, has multi- 
plied its d a t i v e  work, and has ex tended its influence deeper 
among the mashies. That is unquestionable. 
This is what was yhown in the 14th Congressional Disuict. 
Is this borne out by an examination of the situation in the 
mutry generally? We can get some evidence on this point 
Emm the Party registration and dues payments. From the 
statistia compiIed to date we can say that during this period 
of concerted attack upon us, a period in which the F.B.1. and 
l d  police have raided our offices and even broken into 
private homes, wilb the newspapen howling intimidation 
against us every day, the Party rrgistration is almost, if not 
quite, as high as a year ago, while the dues payments are at 
the highest point in Party history. 
On rhc other hand, there are many wcaknmes in respect 
to registration and dues paymenu a~lil in the adjustment of 
the organizational functioning of our Pany to the new situa- 
tion-weakn- which demand our most mncenmted auen- 
tion and the complete a k n c e  of any self-satisfied approach to 
&is question. But in spite of that, we can say that the record 
proves that our Party is holding fast and has displayed an 
unconquerable spirit, an unbreakable unity in the face of a11 
attacks. The Party hm learned how to defend itself againvt 
a world of enemies. 
How to Safeguard +he Party 
Among the nlost valuable things that wc have learnrd in  
this struggle I would state the twrj esgclltial Eea~ures of thc 
ddew of the Party: First, more encrgrrically, more intensively. 
more broadly going to the masses; and, set~)nti, taking sys- 
tematic measures of a technical nature to saEeguard the mem- 
W p  artrl thr Party organs fmm interference by enemy 
attacks. 
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Thw two things must go together. If we try to go to the 
masses without the most are£ul systematic measures of tech- 
n i d  defense, technical safeguarding, we may be leaving our- 
selves open to serious blows. But if we rely u p n  technical 
safeguards without the most intensive reaching and consolidat- 
ing of mass contack, dl technicaI &guards will be valueless. 
The constant reaching and appealing to the masses, the con- 
solidating of our relationships with them, tagether with the 
most m p k t e  possible technical safeguarding of the Party 
organs and membership-these two things must go together. 
W e  must say, however, that in our practical experience we 
do not davays find tbat they do go together. It will be 
necmary, with the comrades here from the various districts, 
-and we apply this test very ooncrecdy to each district-that 
we p e  the question and have it m e r d  Have you properly 
combined these two features of Party defense in the wwlr in 
your district, in your state, in each city? 
At this pint, let me raise very bridy, for reference and 
more detailmi discussion, the very important matter that 
defense a h  means the building of special defmae funds, 1-1 
and national. No part of rhe Party can negleet or overlook 
this question without &ow rids. 
Now, as to the more general and permanent phases of the 
Party's work. I was rereading that section of my report de- 
livered to the last Plenum in September, the section entitled 
"The Communist Party-Its Role and Tasks." Aside from 
certain topical questions, 1 find that much of what I said 
then is atactly what has to be said today a h .  And 1 don't 
want to take up time repeating what has been said before, 
what h been printed and read by most of the Party. I but 
want to r e d l  your attention to that section of my September 
m p r t  and to -st that a large part of what it set forth must 
bu renewed and revived. We must review our approach to all 
the ~ i r o b l m  of Party building, not only in the light of 
new probIems, but by constantly reemphasizing rhe old prin- 
Earl Browder, Unity fur Peare ntld X ) c i m m q ,  W o h  Library 
1'41 trli~hcn. New York. 
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uples of our approach to this question. C o m e l y ,  I want to 
mention for pupom of emphasis, certain features of our work 
on which we mwt constantly have a checblist, which we must 
be reviewing fnnn week to week, in which we must make 
systematic , no matter how difficult the circumstances 
of our work. 
Party Literafure fo the Masses 
First of all, the question of literature to the masses. In the 
first principle of Party defense that I spoke of-going to the 
masses-the most important role is played by mass literature. 
We have made certain definite improvements in thh respect 
Zn the last six months. During this per id  we have, I believe, 
distributed more pamphlets than in any previaw year in our 
Party'a history. 
That is an improvement. But can we say that this measures 
up to the p i b i l i t i a  of the situation, specially iu the circula- 
tion of oneant and two-cent pamphlets? I think that in an 
histmid moment in wbich the enemy is making Communism 
and the Communist Party the central issue in the life of the 
a n t r y  we must admit that with better organization oE our 
work, we can multiply the present distribution of pamphlets, 
espedally cheap pamphlets; for these m a a ~  popular pamphlets 
are precisely the sharpest weapon we have for influencing the 
mww, and through the masses, the actual course of wents 
in the hist- of our country and of the world. 
This empimiis upon literature should not be taken to mean 
neglect of mass meetings. Mass meeting become more im- 
portant than ever, although through mass meetings we can 
never reach as broad a proportion of the population as we 
reach by literature. Mass meetings furnish something which 
litmuwe alone annot give-the  conscious^ of the power of 
the cullectivity d the pwpIe, and there is nothing that can sub 
stitute for mass meetings to create that mllective spirit out of 
which the Party is mast effectivdy built, and to remit the 
militants and actives who will further extend the distribution 
of our literature. 
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8ring +he Voice of +he "Daily Worker" to the People 
W e  must say that in chis past perid we have real id as 
never befow &e indispensable roIe of the Daily Worktr. Can 
you imagine us coming through these past six months without 
the D d y  Workr~? The Daily Worker is just like the air we 
breathe; for us, the Daily Worker is the most powerful pub- 
lhhed own in Ameria. But its circulation has not appreci- 
ably increased in this period. There has been a small, steady, 
spontaneous growth; there has been no real effort of our Parry 
to expand in a serious way the circulation of the Daily 
Worker. W e  did not first understand the full potency of this 
weapon that we have in our hands. The enemy understands 
it and is preparing new blows against the Daily Wmker. The 
leading Republican candidate for President ia preparing the 
trial of Clarence Hathaway, its editor, and has demanded a 
blue ribbon jury on the grounds that an ordinary jury is not 
apable of p i n g  upon the complicated issua of this mse 
which qu ire s  people of extraordinary mpautie, such as 
bankers, insumnce broken, members of the- Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Why is hbr. Dewey bringing this blue ribbon case against 
the Daily W o r k  and its editor as one of bG paindpd issues 
of campaigning for the Presidency of the United States? To 
prove he can attack the Reds as effectively as R m e l t  ancl 
Murphy can. 1t is a matter of competition between them to 
see who a n  do the best job to put Reds behind bars and close 
up their institutions. 
Well, we don't think they can dose up the Daily W o r k ;  
we think that if they do, there will be a new Daily Workm 
appearing the day after. But we auld feel so much more sure 
of that if we had a daily circulation of lw,otro. Why can't we 
do it? The situation cries aloud for it. Yet this is one thing in 
regard to which we make such little progress. k t  us set our- 
selves to thinking seriously about it. 
Mare Cotwenfration on +he Mastery of Theory 
Next to the question of the mass circulation d literature, 
I would place the task of more intense and more onan-  
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t& politid, educational work, the task of the mastery of 
theory, not merely by leading strata, but by the Party as a 
whole. We must promote self-stlady and study-group dis- 
cussion. We must popuIarize our classic literature, the Hhto9-y 
of the Communist Palay of the Swiet Union, utilizing these 
works as the weapons for mastering our own problems today* 
We must deepen the study of our own history, the history of 
our country and the history of oar Party, in regard to which 
we made a good beginning last year and which must not be 
Eorgotten in the pressure of the tasks of today. Let us utilize 
and circulate more broadly The Communist, our monthly 
journal, which i s  doing a good job in spite of all difficulties, 
and is an indispensable weapon t h y .  In its new format, it is 
adapted to broader circulation than ever before. Certainly 
the new conditions, pditically, facilitate every effort to cir- 
culate it. 
Building the Party and Its Leading Forces 
Nexi among our tasks, I would emphasize recruiting, sys- 
tematic recruiting, with an eye, first of all, to basic industries 
and the basic proletariat of the country. Recruiting has been 
somewhat neglected in this past half year; it must receive more 
attention in the coming period. The election campaign 
months must be a ~ i o d  of recruiting and strengthening of 
our Party's ranks; and this is possible, 
The next task I would stress is the careful and intensive 
study of the probkm of leading Party personnel, the problem 
of selection, training and promotion of leading farces. I have 
nothing new to say on this, except to emphasize that under 
present conditions, not only f there no excuse for neglecting 
this task. but there is every reason for redoubled atten- 
tian to it; for in times like these we have more problems to 
COP with than in the former, more peaceful period. 1 was 
almost going to say more normal period, but 1 think the 
period 01 war is more normal as long as capitalism Iasts. We 
are now in a more normal period than we were a couple of 
years ago. 
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For Clorer Bonds With the Trade Union Masses 
Next I wouId mentian the need of the Party orgam and the 
Party membership for maintaining constant vigilance and 
attention toward the trade unions and their economic smg- 
gIes, to guarantee the uunost effective activity of al l  our forces 
and of all who are influenced by us in the struggle to build 
rhe trade unions for the achievement of their objectives, to 
unify them and to raise them to a higher level of political 
understanding and activity. The trade unions are the basic 
organizations of the working class, and our Party is the Part). 
of the working class. Only ever doser hndu between OW 
Party and the trade union masses will provide us with the 
sources of vitality and growth which we require. 
AHedion to She Problems of the Negro People 
and the Nafionsl Groups 
Great smss must be given to the problems of the Negrrr 
people, the struggle for Negro rights and. in the course of that 
struggle, thc problems of anchoring the Party ever more firm- 
ly among the Negro masses. In this respcci. we have a contra- 
dictory situation, contradictory trends. .4t a moment when the 
mass movements largely developed under our influence of thr 
past axe demonstrating their independent \+i talit y, their per- 
manence in moving forward, we have a ceriain slipping back 
in the more direct phases of Party activity and Party building 
among the Negrws. I think we must say that this, first of all. 
can only xesult from the fact that our Party's leading com- 
mittees have allowed their attention to the Negro question to 
be diverted by the pressing problems of thc immediate strug- 
gle-a great mistake. It is a great weakness which may become 
darlgemus for us and for the mass movement among tht 
Ncgrws if we do not instantly check it. We must devote the 
Party's attention to this problem and re-establish the healthy 
relationship betwvn the developing mass movement and ma%\ 
struggles among the Negroes and our Party, its membership 
and apparatus. 
N e x t  I wo~ald list the pmblems of the foreign-born. thc 
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question of the protection of the foreign-born against discrim- 
inatory pm&ces and legislation upon which the reactionary 
camp is concentrating a great deal of attention and energy 
today. It should s u e  that I mention this, to wtablish its 
tremendous importance for us and for the whole future of 
our country; 
Our Pady's Tssh in Regard to +he Youth 
Let me turn briefly to the question of the youth, that mmi 
. decisive m i o n  of the population, which is coming into pn- 
l i t i d  activity as never before in the history of our country, 
which is demonstraring the most hedthy polit id develop- 
ment. I t  is necessary to refer to thb question, egpetially be- 
muse the very breadth and soundness of this great mass youth 
movement we have wen may give riw to notions in our Party 
ranks and among our leadership that there is nothing to worry 
about as far as this vital sector is concerned, that here every- 
thing b well and going ahead flourishingly. But that com- 
placent attitude towards the youth movement wouId be the 
mmt dan- thing for us, in that it would overlook its most 
critical p int ,  namely, that the youth is not Communist as thc 
reactionaries tell us, that it is our job to bring Communism 
to the yaufh movement and really to educate the youth o l  
.4merica in Comrnuaiam. This we have not yet tqun to any 
dous,  brad, and deep extent; but that is the task our Party 
must take up in relation to the youth. 
For Idensified Worlc Among he Fatmen 
Next I would mention the problem of the farmera Thc 
f d n g  mmm are in revolt against the bunwand-war pro- 
gram of the Administration, against the two principal parties 
of the bourgeoisie, perhaps as deeply as any othet section of 
the population, but not in terms of organization and of con- 
scious politid expression of unity and of contacts with othet 
sections of the people. The farmers represent the weakest 
mtm of the movement for the people's front in the United 
Stata Thia conditior~ d h  for great e&m to remedy it. 
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Again I am not able to add myrhing to what 1 s a i d  b t  Sep- 
tember on this quetion, except to point out that the problem 
presents itself in sharper form than ever, that the maws d 
farmers are more ripe for independent political e x p s i o n  
and organization than they have been before, but that we are 
not yet prepared to tackle the problem seriously enough to k 
able to show m e  signifiant redlulu. It is one of the major 
tasics that we must undertake to carry through in the corn of 
the 1940 election campaign. 
Utirning AU Pdentialities in Work Among Women 
It is necessary again to say a special ~vord about the fiefd of 
work among the women, their aaiviaacion, their orgmhtim. 
and the special rabIems which that work entails. All of our 
Party's work is t? irected towards the women as to the men, but 
there are special issues and problems, s e a 1  politimt con- 
siderations in acrivizing women on a larger sale and in mak- 
ing them a more potent politid force. W e  are still not utiliz- 
ing t h e  potentialities as much as we could: we are not 
utilizing them as much as will become increasingly necmmy 
with the further maturing of the world crisis and the 
world war. 
I want to d l  your attention to the appmach of May Day. 
May Day must represent another stage in the rousing and 
organizing of h e  mass movement against the war. l e  must be 
organized on the broadest possible united front basis, in the 
best tradition of our previous May Days. But we must take 
every step to insure that the o h a t i o n  of May Day this year 
wiIl involve larger masses than ever before* We must do every- 
thing to see that the revolt of the masses- against the hunger- 
and-war program of the Administration A a U  be adequately 
registwed in all the May Day manifwtations. 
I .  
Aid to China and fhe Refugees from Spain . 
I want to refer at this point to the quwtion of China, and 
of aur hdlp to (=him and again to urge that we shall net allow 
the s m  issueg of China to be submerged in the new situ- 
ation. We should see that the work in aid of China is con-' 
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linued and strengthened. We should develop the tradition of 
that great surgeon, that great man, that great Communist, 
Ilr. Norman Bethune, who, as our representative, gave his life 
lo the Chinese people in their struggle for national liberation. 
We should clear up the slight confusion that seems to be 
rising in some circles with regard to the demand for an em- 
bargo of trade with Japan, because the government of the 
United States is so obviously playing with this question for 
p p o s e s  of negotiating an agreement with Japan at the ex- 
pense ol China. Some people have drawn the conclusion that 
io continue to fight for the embargo might merely play into 
the hands of American imperialists in its maneuvers. That is a 
wrong mnclusian. The bt%t way to smash the maneuvers of 
American imperialism is to create such a mass demand £or an 
embargo in this country that the government cannot play 
around with this issue for purposes of negotiation. 
We must also mll attention to the conference now taking 
place in Mexico City on aid to the Spanish refugees. Out of 
this conference we hope will come a new and practical pro- 
gram for doing something effective for the & u p  from the 
Spanish Republic. This temains one of our first international 
scsponsi bili tics. 
We are one of the few supports in the world lor the Com- 
munist Party of Spain, and for a 1  the republican refugees. 
We must use every influence we have to crystallize a broad 
mass support for the refugees and their resettlement, and 
continue to maintain the direct help Erorn our Party to the 
Spanish Communist Party, which has to operate largely, at 
this moment, in exile. 
The Wokhevik Uni+y of Our Party 
Finally, there is the question of Party unity. W e  have dis- 
cussed this very much in the past, fruitfully I think, and I 
believe we bave demonstrated the achievement of a unity of a 
Rolshevik character in our Party. 
I think that we never ft11Iy undersrotd the profound signifi- 
cance of this as mttdl a% we have in this last perid. What does 
it mean when the entire bourgeoisie d America, the m a t  
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powerful capitaiist country in the world, is obsessed with the 
idca that it must at all casts break the Communist Party of 
the United States? The Ameri- bourgeoisie is obsessed with 
&at idea. And when all its blows, all its machinations, 
a11 its schemes and efforts mult only in the creation of an 
even more solid unity of the Communist Party, the bourgeoisie 
becornea fearful of this unity, this unbreakable solidity, this 
monolithic quality of t l ~ e  Communist Party. W h y ?  Bemuse 
its realizes instinctively, if not through rational procew, 
it realins perhaps more keenly than we sometimes do, the 
historic significance 01 this p o l i t i d  manifestation of the unity, 
tinshakable and unbreakable, of the Communist Party-the 
party of the working class. In that one Eact the bourgeoisie 
r e s  its own dor~xl as a class. In breaking down that unity it 
sceti i t s  only hqx: I'or survival through the crisis in which its 
system is grip@. 
Through the struggles that we now experience, our Party is 
learning to undurstand, treasure and safeguard &at basic 
Holshevik quality, that steel-Lk unity. Such unity is not 
~ncchanidly brought about, not imposed; it arise out of the 
very nature of our Party, its relationship to the maws, and 
itr  mastery of Marxis t-kninht theory. Through these experi- 
ences, we are learning to raise this quality of, ours to an ever 
higher degree and to m i t  it to the masses of the American 
peop!e. It is the problem of the socialkt revolution as well as 
of vtctory in every immediate bat&-the unification d the 
working class, the unifiation of the people. This will be real- 
ized through a Party whirh is intlestruaibly united. Thh 
Party will lead the Amerian people to victory in the imme- 
diate suvggle against hunger and war. This Party will unify 
the whole American people for socialism. 
N E W S  
In tb mi& of Wall SMet8's ampaign against he Com- 
munod Party, thousands of Americans are hrning to t+la 
Daly W d w  for +he truth in tb news. 
h Patty Wder  brings you +he guidance of ))le Cornmu- 
nid Pa* in he h g q l e  for pacat. It speaks for the people 
of all lands, of their fight against fhe blood-profihn, h e  
warmongers. It tdk +he story af Lbor, wi+hovf diMm or 
sbndw. It cuts lhrough the fhousand and one lies spread 
akwt tb Sovie) pnian. Voiew of progrms and d e m m c y ,  
stifled in o+her papers, find an honored pbce in 'k peg= 
Other American newspaperr are uniting in support of Wall 
Sheet's aim of involving +he Unihd S h h s  in war on the side 
of #a AUii imperialists. The timw call for a clear head1 
Read the Daly Worker, official organ of tbe Communist. 
hdyl . . 
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